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Photo (c) Tolgart - Getty ImagesMuch is made of income inequality in America, but wealth building often starts with a good credit score. A high score provides access to credit and helps people save money by getting lower insurance rates and paying less in interest. A lot of things go into a good credit score, including low
credit card debt and on-time payment. But researchers FitSmallBusiness.com where you live can also make a difference. When they measured credit scores across the U.S., the researchers found a clear pattern: People with the highest credit scores tended to live in northern states, while those with lower scores called
southern home countries. While it may be dangerous to include, the editors at FitSmallBusiness say the numbers don't lie. 12 states with the highest average credit score among consumers are all located north of the Mason-Dixon line, with the exception of Hawaii, which is in the middle of the Pacific Ocean. The 12
states with the worst average credit scores are all in the South or Southwest, except Nevada.Education can be a factor in the report pulling no punches. He attributes the discrepancy because of poorly rated education systems and heavy dependence on government assistance. The researchers say they also found
southerners are more likely to file for bankruptcy than northerners, lead weight on credit scores. None of this means that every northern detail deserves more credit than any other Southerner, said Sarah Wright-Keeler, editor-in-chief at FitSmallBusiness. But, it's interesting to see how credit and location scores match.
The Consumer Federation of America (CFA) says education about the importance of credit scores also makes it more likely the consumer will have a higher credit score, and the agency says that knowledge has been moving backwards in recent years. Credit knowledge slips in its ninth annual credit score survey, the
CFA and VantageScore Solutions, LLC, reveals that consumer knowledge about credit scores and how they work is at its lowest level in the last eight years. When examining basic aspects of credit scores and how they are collected in use, the correct scores are down by about 20 percent. For example, only 66% of
respondents knew that keeping a low credit card balance was a contributing factor to a good credit score, from 85% in 2012.Ironically, the percentage of respondents who said they see their knowledge of excellent or good credit scores has increased from 54% to 60%. Consumers know less about credit results but think
they know more, said Stephen Brobeck, a senior fellow at the CFA.  Taking our online credit score quiz provides an easy way for consumers to update their credit score knowledge. How much do you know about credit scores? You can find out by taking the CFA's credit score quiz. South Africa One of the most popular
countries for tourism throughout Africa as a whole. Millions of dance people come every year to enjoy the national parks, beaches and picturesque countryside, as well as major cities such as Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg.The booming tourism industry means that credit cards are acceptable across the country.
MasterCard and Visa are widely accepted in South Africa. American Express cardholders may find fewer businesses to accept their tickets. All credit cards in the table below have no foreign transaction fees. Using them will help you avoid paying additional fees for purchases made in the sand. There are two main types
of fees you can pay by credit card in the sand:foreign transaction fees. If your card comes with foreign transaction fees, you can pay a fee of up to 3% on any purchase made in the sand. Currency exchange fees. Instead of paying in local currency, a trader can let you pay in US dollars. This is known as a dynamic
currency exchange and comes with additional fees and a low exchange rate. Can I pay both fees? Yes. Avoid this by paying in local currency and you will receive a credit card with no foreign transaction fees. While some merchants accept American Express or Discovery cards, Visa and MasterCard are more commonly
accepted. For cash withdrawals, look for standard bank ATMs for Discover cards. American Express card holders can choose between Nedbank ATMs and smaller bank ATMs. VisaHighHighMastercardHighAmerican ExpressMediumHighiscoverMediumLowMost Hotels, restaurants and shops in Cape Town,
Johannesburg or any other major South African city, accept credit cards. However, it is always a good idea to also carry cash to smaller institutions. If you use a credit card to make a cash withdrawal, there will be additional cash advance fees or APR. Use a debit card to avoid these fees. Travel Money Guide: South
Africans do, but not all of them. If you prefer to pay with a credit card, consider a ride-sharing app like Uber or Taxify and pay with your card through the app. PINSouth Africa chips and credit cards have adopted chip and PIN technology in recent years. This means you'll need a PIN for cash withdrawals at the ATM. Ask
your bank to assign a card to your card before you leave the U.S. South Africa is known for credit card fraud. One of the most popular scams is someone offering you assistance to use an ATM while stealing your card and information. Follow these tips to improve your safety: Choose ATMs carefully. Stick to the
pathomats attached to the banks. These are less likely to be unindeniable with and you can easily retrieve your card if the machine eats it. Take two cards. Backup can ensure you have coverage if something happens to your main card. Keep your card in sight. Avoid card obitring or misuse by viewing your card every
time you pay. Accept a credit card without a foreign transaction You'll save up to 3% of the amount of any transaction you make. That's $150 for every $5,000 spent on sand. Visa and MasterCard are accepted worldwide. Discover and American Express are also widely accepted, but also carry cash in case. Notify your
bank before you travel. Otherwise, your bank can interpret charges in the sand as fraudulent and block your card. Get your bank phone number. Just call to fix problems with your card. Get a backup card. Make sure you keep it. Sometimes, it can be your only access to funds. Get some money. Use it for incidentals for
smaller stores where credit cards are not accepted. South Africa is known for credit card fraud, but you can still use your card safely if you take precautions. Consider making cash withdrawals for places that don't accept credit cards. Consider using a debit card for cash withdrawals to avoid cash advance fees and APR.
For all other purchases, be sure to use a travel credit card with no foreign transaction fees. See more credit card usage guides in other countries. FAQ Find the best way to send money on our money transfer page. South Africa uses rand with currency code ZAR and R.If symbol you make cash withdrawals, you will
encounter bills of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 R. Visa and MasterCard are widely used, but you will also find many merchants who receive American Express or Discovery cards. Back to the top Did this content help you? Flying Colores Ltd/Getty prove you deserve a low loan rate or a new credit card isn't easy in today's
lending world. Two years ago, 620 on a scale of 300 to 850 could have been character-picked up a reasonable mortgage rate. Now you need at least 760 to get today's best rate of 5.6 percent or so. You can improve your score without winning the lottery in less than a month. Here's how. 1. Get your current credit score.
Most lenders use the FICO formula, developed by banking consultant Pierre Isaac Corp., because it is considered highly accurate. Prime myfico.com and Time Score ($15.95), based on your report from all major bureaus — Equifax, Experion, or Trans-Union. You'll get it right away, online. When you get the number,
you'll see personalized advice tailored to your debt history and credit habits. 2. Pay everything you can. Lenders like to see that you spend within your means, which translates into using less than your credit limit - a lower percentage better, says Barry Paperno, credit scoring expert for Fair Isaac. Gradually paying $2,250
of a maximum $2,500 limit could boost the score to 670 to 750. Also ask your card issuer to increase the line of credit. If you get the increase but don't charge more, this move will lower the percentage of your credit limit used. 3. Don't Be Late. Make sure your credit card bills are paid on time, even if Can only afford the
minimum, says Liz Pulliam Weston, author of Your Credit Score: How to Fix, Improve, and Protect the 3-Digit Number That Shapes Your Financial Future. One charge that skips can take 100 points off your score. What's more, track your account online and send a check before the end of the card cycle. 4. Sack flour on
better credit. If your spouse has an account with a good and long history and a high disability, tell them to ask their card channel to add you as an authorized user. Licensed users do not share responsibility for the debt, but the positive payment history takes into account their score, says John Ultzheimer, president of
consumer education credit.com. 5. Curb credit passion. Applying for a new card can tell financial institutions that you intend to take on a new debt. This could raise your risk as a fur, says Ethan Ewing, bills.com, a money management website. There can be a 5 to 10 point reduction in credit score shortly after you get a
card, so consider waiting a few months before applying for a mortgage or car loan. 6. Remove errors. Up to 80 percent of reports have at least one error, according to bankrate.com. You can get a free report annually from all three credit bureaus. Pull one from another bureau every four months annualcreditreport.com
regularly scan for mistakes. If you find one, send the bureaus correct information. 7. Don't just make cash. It takes good behaviour on loan to reduce the impact of bad things like maximum on one card. If you reach your limit, your score can drop to 30 points in one month, but if you get your balance below the 10 percent
limit on this card you can restore your score. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar content piano.io piano.io
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